FROM THE ARTIST . . ..

Hi!
I’m really excited to come and rock your student’s world in the best imaginable way!
I’d like to mention two vital points: First, stage monitors (speakers that face the people on stage)
are VITAL. They make a huge difference in the depth of hypnosis attained by the volunteers
and, ultimately, in the success of the show – honest! However, as you will read in the rider, two
speakers on tripods placed BEHIND my volunteers (facing the audience) are a great way to go
… and they double as excellent monitors. Ultimately, this is always my favorite sound set-up.
Second, please provide me with a clean and comfortable hotel room. This is important. A great
room is perhaps the kindest comfort you can provide for me. I get real melancholy when I see a
better hotel across the street from where I’m staying! Almost any hotel will give a college or
university discount (and corporate discounts to companies.) A good guideline: I love Holiday Inn
Express, Country Inn and Suites, Hampton Inn and the like. Please arrange for the best that you
can provide. Thanks!
There are more fun details in the rider – all designed to make the show as successful and the
artist as happy as possible. However, the biggest factor to creating a great show is a huge
audience! Please talk up the show and use the posters strategically. A terrific turnout makes all
the difference in the world!
I truly look forward to performing for you. See you soon.
Sean Bott

RIDER FOR HYPNOTIST SEAN BOTT

THIS RIDER IS ATTACHED AND MADE A PART OF BASS/SCHULER CONTRACT NO. __________, DATED
_______________, BETWEEN SEAN BOTT (hereinafter referred to as ARTIST) AND
_____________________________________ ________________________ (hereinafter referred to as
PURCHASER.)

All terms hereinafter and herein before set forth part of one and the same contract.

PURCHASER AGREES TO PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING AT SOLE COST:

1) SOUND, LIGHTING AND STAGE REQUIREMENTS:
a) An auditorium stage or an extremely STABLE riser (the riser being as large as possible) to
accommodate 18 chairs in a semicircle. Riser must be flush against a wall for safety of participants.
Front row chairs should be approximately six feet from the stage – unless an auditorium or
gymnasium set-up deems otherwise. (Important! A riser or stage is not necessary when
audience is less than 100 people or so. The floor is always SAFER! Please use your best
judgment.) Also, an auditorium with a big stage is always nice but a SMALL PACKED ROOM
is much better than an auditorium only half full! This makes a huge difference in the quality
of the show. Please consider this carefully.
_________ (Please initial for A)
b) An excellent sound system that provides outstanding sound on the STAGE AREA. THIS IS
CRITICAL. Audience response drowns out most verbal communication between the hypnotist and
the subjects. Please do not assume that your sound system is strong enough to overpower
hundreds of people laughing! Volunteers must hear the hypnotist CLEARLY. Thus, SPEAKER
MONITORS ON STAGE WHICH FACE THE VOLUNTEERS ARE A MUST! Or much preferred, a
portable system with large speakers on tripods placed BEHIND the volunteers (facing the
audience) can almost always exceed in-house systems and also give the hypnotist much
more flexibility! These two speakers also DOUBLE as excellent monitors, so monitors with
this set-up would NOT be necessary… (A great way to go!!)
__________ (Please initial for B)
c) One microphone is to be provided making sure the cord is LONG ENOUGH to reach all chairs on
stage easily. A handheld, cordless mic is even better – if available. The power amp or an extra
microphone jack must be located near the stage area and able to accommodate an RCA, XLR or
¼’’ plug. ONE MICROPHONE STAND is also required.
__________ (Please initial for C)
d) Good stage lighting is important! Most auditoriums have acceptable lighting but PLEASE ENSURE
THAT LIGHTS ARE PROPERLY AIMED AND NOT BURNED OUT! Lights should flood
approximately the first 20 feet of stage area. If show is located where built-in lighting is not
available, any additional lighting to augment the stage area is STRONGLY suggested. This will
increase response of volunteers and provide for a much better show. A darkened cafeteria, for
example, with lights on tripods (easily rented from local DJ services) will create a much better
“nightclub” atmosphere and make for a much better show.
__________ (Please initial for D)
2) TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
a) ARTIST will call PURCHASER one week prior to performance with arrival information.
b) When ARTIST flies, PURCHASER agrees to provide roundtrip transportation between airport, hotel
and performance site. Please know that this is RARELY requested.

__________ (Please initial for A & B)
3) PERFORMANCE NIGHT
a) For this type of show, the ARTIST strongly recommends that an audience of at least 100 people be
present for the show to be a true success.
__________ (Please initial for A)
b) Because of the show length, an EARLIER start time (7 pm, 7:30 pm, 8 pm) is strongly preferred by
ARTIST. However, each school has its own circumstances (i.e. class schedules, other
programming conflicts) so the choice is yours!
c) ARTIST will arrive at performance site approximately one hour before the show. Please have a
contact AND sound technician prepared to greet ARTIST and assist with sound, lighting and stage
requirements.
Name of contact for performance: _____________________ Cell: ______________
d) If possible, auditorium or performance is to be CLOSED to general admission until all sound and
lighting checks have been completed. For corporate banquets, ARTIST will set up as unobtrusively
as possible or will require approximately twenty minutes to set up. Sometimes this can be arranged
prior to guests arriving if routing permits.
__________ (Please initial for B)
e) IMPORTANT: IF POSSIBLE, PLEASE HAVE CHECK PAYABLE TO SEAN BOTT LLC
FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE. Please DO NOT send or make check payable to agent, unless a
deposit is required. Then, please, have check payable to Bass-Schuler Entertainment. You may
wish to check up on the business office several days prior to insure proper arrangements.
__________ (Please initial for D)

ALSO! Some states levy a nonresident entertainer tax and require colleges to withhold a
percentage from the final payment amount. If you plan on withholding any part of the agreed
payment amount, this must be communicated to Bass/Schuler Entertainment DURING the
negotiation process so that the deduction can be considered when calculating the
performance price. Or, please call agency as soon as possible to establish the withholding
amount and to renegotiate the contract price (this is normally a very small amount but
ultimately due to the ARTIST.) If the withholding tax is not discussed at any point before the
performance (and having read and signed this agreement), PURCHASER agrees that it will
be solely responsible to ARTIST for any nonresident tax incurred.
f)

A large bottle of water (room temperature, if possible, please) would be appreciated!
(No initial required☺)

4) MISCELLANEOUS
a) No portion of the performance may be broadcast, recorded, or reproduced either by audio, video, or
digital means without expressed written permission of ARTIST or Bass/Schuler Entertainment
which acts only as agent.
b) Please forward any reviews, articles or press related material to the agency concerning the Artist’s
performance.

c) ARTIST will be allowed to cancel performance with no prior notice in the event of a national TV, film
or commercial opportunity at a time that conflicts with his scheduled performance. However, in the
event the ARTIST cancels his performance, ARTIST or agent will supply a suitable replacement or
reschedule ARTIST on an agreed upon date.

__________ (Please initial for A, B & C)

AGREED TO BY:
__________________________
Purchaser Name

_____________________________
Artist

__________________________
Position

_____________________________
Date

__________________________
Date

